
Medical payer identification

Through medical payer, Symphony Health invented the ability for clients  
to perform payer analytics on their medically administered products.

The most robust medical plan dimension
Leveraging patient-linked information to increase payer granularity, Symphony delivers the most  
robust medical plan dimension available.

Mx claims do not utilise standardised payer detail creating ambiguous and inaccurate analytics. Symphony Health utilises  
a proprietary process to scrub the Medical Payer name and align it to a standard plan dimension. Leverage our proprietary  
unmasking process to see payer level granularity for product and procedure claims flowing through a medical benefit.
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Payer insights  
for Mx activity
With the addition  
of Medical Payer,  
medical claims can  
now be analyzed  
at the individual  
payer level for an  
accurate assessment  
of the market
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Parent-child medical payer dimension
The introduction of medical payer’s parent-child dimension offers even further granularity into the payers reimbursing  
medically administered products. Clients now have the flexibility to aggregate affiliated lines of business under national  
payers for a comprehensive view of the health plan.
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Next Steps
For more information, please email us at solutions@symphonyhealth.com.

Mx Payment  
Type trending
Improved visibility  
and assignment of  
payment type is also  
created through the  
medical payer process,  
providing a more  
accurate view of line  
of business for medically  
administered products
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The Parent-Child dimension transforms how payers and their affiliates are captured and reported

Child Affiliates—The enhanced  
list of children payers for Payer X

Parent Payer Organizations—Current  
medical payers that are affiliates of Payer X

Existing payer

New payer

Before: only one level  
of national payers available

New! An expanded two level payer dimension available to more  
effectively reflect the relationships within key health plans

Symphony Health is changing how the health industry asks and answers  
questions with our customised data solutions. To learn more about our  
capabilities and expertise, visit symphonyhealth.com
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